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HULLS OF DEFORMATIONS IN C

BY

H. ALEXANDER1

Abstract. A problem of E. Bishop on the polynomially convex hulls of deforma-

tions of the torus is considered. Let the torus T2 be the distinguished boundary of

the unit polydisc in C2. If t1-» T2 is a smooth deformation of T2 in C2 and g0 is an

analytic disc in C2 with boundary in T2, a smooth family of analytic discs t h» g, is

constructed with the property that the boundary of g, lies in T2. This construction

has implications for the polynomially convex hulls of the tori T2. An analogous

problem for a 2-sphere in C2 is also considered.

Introduction. By a result of A. Browder [3], a compact real orientable manifold X

of dimension > n in C" is never polynomially convex. Beginning with the work of

E. Bishop [1], a great deal of effort has gone into giving a constructive explanation

of this phenomenon. Bishop showed that there exist analytic discs in C with

boundaries in X near certain "exceptional" points of X. His method was amplified

by a number of others; a report on these developments is given in [6].

We shall consider a related problem which has been attributed to E. Bishop in [2,

p. 234, Problem 17]. Let {F,} be a deformation of the torus T2 in C2; i.e.,

F0 = identity and {F,} is a family of diffeomorphisms of T2 into C2 which vary

smoothly with t. Put T2 = Ft(T2); T2 is a torus in C2 which is "close" to T2 for

small /. By Browder's result T2 is not polynomially convex. Also, every point of the

closed unit polydisc U2, the polynomially convex hull of F„ = T2, hes on some

analytic disc g0 with boundary in T2. The problem is to show that associated to the

smooth deformation {F,} there exists a smooth family of analytic discs {g,} such

that the boundary of g, lies in T2. We shall construct such a family {g,}, at least

for t sufficiently small. This will account for the nonpolynomial convexity of T2 in

the most direct manner. As T2 is deformed to T2, its hull U2 is deformed to a set

D, which is close to U2 ( = D0) and which is related to T2 in a way that parallels

the relationship of U2 to T2; namely, D, has a topological boundary composed of

analytic discs whose own boundaries he in T2 and thus D, has T2 as a dis-

tinguished boundary. Eric Bedford [7] has proved that D, is in fact the polynomi-

ally convex hull of T2.

We shall also obtain an analogous result for a particular 2-sphere in C2:

S2 = {(zx,z2) E C2: lmz2 = 0, \zx\2 + (Rez2)2= l}.
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Specifically, if g0 is an analytic disc in C2 with boundary in S2 and if t —* S2 is a

smooth deformation in C2, then there exists a smooth family of analytic discs t —* g,

in C2 with the boundary of g, in S,2. This result is in some sense complementary to

Bishop's construction of analytic discs near the exceptional points of S2. Bedford

and Gaveau [8] have considered this problem from a different point of view. They

obtain the complete hull by a process of continuation apphed to the Bishop discs.

In order to produce analytic discs whose boundaries lie in prescribed sets, we

must solve certain functional equations for unknown holomorphic functions on the

unit disc. Bishop attacked this problem in [1] by iterating a contradiction mapping.

We shall find it more convenient to use the implicit function theorem for Banach

spaces [4]; in fact, the same approach can be applied to Bishop's case in order to

avoid an explicit iteration. Of course, iteration still lurks in the proof of the implicit

function theorem. Banach spaces enter from the fact that rather than deal with a

deformation consisting of a 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of T2 we shall

consider all diffeomorphisms of T2 into C2 which are close to the identity. This

infinite dimensional space can be associated with a Banach space such that a small

deformation of T2 is then viewed as a curve through the origin in the Banach

space.

Finally I want to thank Eric Bedford for an observation which simplifies

Theorem 3 which was overly complicated in its original version.

1. Preliminaries. We shall denote the open unit disc in C by U and the unit circle

by T. Thus U" and T" are the open unit polydisc and torus in C, respectively. If/

is a coninuous complex valued function on a set S, we denote sup{|/(x)|: x E S}

by \f\s. For K a compact set in C, K, the polynomially convex hull of K, is the set

{z EC: |/(z)| < \f\K> f°r all polynomials /in C}. An analytic disc in C is a map

g: U —» C such that g is continuous and nonconstant on U and holomorphic on

U; we do not require that g be injective. We shall also refer to the image of g in C

as an analytic disc and shall call the set g(T) the boundary of g. The maximum

principle implies that the polynomially convex hull of the boundary of g contains

the full analytic disc g. If g = (g,, g2, . . ., g„) is an analytic disc in C with

boundary in T", then each gk has unit modulus on T and therefore is a finite

Blaschke product, where we admit unimodular constants as Blaschke products of

order zero. For K compact in C, we distinguish a number of subalgebras of the

algebra C(K) of all continuous complex valued functions on K: A(K) consists of

those functions in C(K) which are holomorphic on the interior of K; P(K), R(K)

and H(K) are the closures in C(K) of the polynomials, the rational functions

holomorphic on K, and the functions holomorphic on K, respectively. We shall say

that a map is & if it has continuous derivatives of order < k < oo. If A" is a

compact ß°° manifold with or without boundary, then &(X) with the topology of

uniform convergence of derivatives of order < k is a Banach algebra for an

appropriate norm.

For functions <p on the unit circle F we have some special notation: HcpH^ = |<p|r

= sup{|ffi(e'9)|: 0 < 0 < 2tr) and ||<p||2 = (jf \<p(ei9)\2 d0)i/2; L2(T) is the usual

Hubert space associated with the second norm. Let 3Cj be the set of all complex
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valued functions on T which have distributional derivatives of order < 2 in L2(T).

Here derivatives are with respect to 9 where T = {e'e: 0 < 9 < 2it). One can also

describe %2 as the space of complex valued & functions on T whose first

derivatives are absolutely continuous with square integrable derivatives. From this

it is easy to see that %j is a ring. Although ÍX^ can be normed as a Hubert space,

we shall use an equivalent norm which is more convenient for working with the

multiplicative structure; namely, we define ||/|| = \\f\\x + \\f'\\x + {-\\f"\\2 for

/ G %2. It is easy to check that ||/g|| < ||/|| • || g\\ and that Xj is a Banach algebra

with this norm. We shall find it convenient to take the scalar field of %2 to be the

real numbers.

Every / G 5Q has a Fourier series /= S00«, cneinB with 2|n2c„|2 < oo and,

conversely, any integrable function whose Fourier coefficients satisfy this bound is

in %2. We shall utilize two closed subspaces of DCj: 6^ is the set of all functions in

%2 which extend to be holomorphic in the unit disc, / G %2 is in <S^ if and only if

c„ = 0 for n < 0, i.e., /= 2 ~= 0 cn <?''"*; %¡(R) is the subspace of real valued

functions in ÍX^. Each u E %i(R) has a Fourier series of the form

oo

u = a0 +  2   aHeM + âne~M
n = \

with a0 real. The conjugate function « of m is defined by

OO

n~\

Then u + iü E 8^ and the map /: ^(R) -» â^, Ju = u + iü is a bounded linear

transformation. This is a theorem of M. Riesz and is easily seen when SC^ is given

its equivalent Hubert space norm.

2. A special case. We begin by treating a rather special class of deformations of

F2. The problem of finding analytic discs with boundaries in the associated

deformed tori involves the solution of a certain functional equation (2.3). This

functional equation plays a key role in the subsequent discussion of the general

deformations of T".

Consider the image T2 in C2 of T2 under the map

(z,, z2) M> (zx, z2 + <p(z,)) - (w„ w2) (2.1)

where <p is a smooth function on T which is close to zero in îrQ-norm. If g is a finite

Blaschke product, then X —> (X, g(X)) is an analytic disc in C2 with boundary in T2.

We seek an analytic disc in C2 of the form X h» (X, fv(X)) with boundary in T2. The

inverse of (2.1) is given exphcitly by

z, = wx,   z2 = w2- <p(wx). (2.2)

Thus (wx, w2) E T2 if and only if \wx\ = 1 and \w2 — <v(wx)\ = 1. What we require

of fy then it is that it satisfy the functional equation

|/tt) - <p(X)\ = 1    for|A| = l, (2.3)
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and that f0 = g when <p = 0. We shall now solve (2.3) for all sufficiently small <p

with functions fv which are analytic in the unit disc and which vary smoothly with

<p.

Theorem 1. Let g be a finite Blaschke product. There exist an open neighborhood fi

of 0 in ÍK2 and a C1 nonlinear operator E: fi —» 6^ such that E(0) = g and, for

<p E fi, (2.3) holds for fv = E(tp).

Remark. To put this into the setting of the Introduction, let t h* Ft with

Ft(zx, z2) = (z„ z2 + <p,(zx)) he a deformation of T2 of the special type under

consideration and fix g0(X) = (X, g(X)), an analytic disc in C2 with boundary in F2.

Then for / sufficiently small, (¡p, G fi and so we may define g, = (X, E(<p,)) E &¿ ©

6&J- Viewing elements of &¿ as holomorphic functions, we see that tr^g, is a

smooth family of analytic discs in C2 with the boundary of g, in T2.

Proof. Let W = {uV G "K^: \\xp\\x < 1}, an open set in %. Define S: W^>

OCjiR) by Sty) = « where u(X) = log|g(X) - uV(A)| for X E T. Since \g- \p\>0,

one can compute the derivatives of u to check that u E ^(R). Put h = Ju = u +

iü E A, and defined: W-* &, byy4(i|/) = e-* = e--7"^.

Now set

f-ge-"-g-Ai*) (2.4)

and note that/ G (^ since n G &¿. From (2.4), g = feh and we get

i = UI = l/k" = |/||g-^| = |/|-|i-g^|
= \f - ¿Ml = \f - e~hM (2.5)

holding on F. Now define

Q:W(cX2)^%2byQ(>p) = >p-e-h = i-Att).

We claim

(a) A : W -h» &2 is a C1 function with ^(0) = 1.

(b) g: FF-^isß1. (2-6)

(c) (2(0) = 0 and ß'(0) = identity.

We shall check these conditions below. Assuming them for now, we appeal to the

inverse function theorem for Banach spaces [4] to conclude that there exist open

neighborhoods Wx and fi of 0 in Di^ with WXE W such that Q is a C diffeomor-

phism of Wx onto fi. Now define F: fi -> (^ by E = Mg ° A ° £?-1 where Af^ is

the bounded linear transformation of @2 defined by Mg(f) = g-fi Then E is

clearly a 61 map and F(0) = g because 0(0) = 0 and A(0) = 1.

Given <p G fi, put ^ = Q~\<p). Then <p = Qty) = «// • A(ip) = tye~h and F(<p) =

g ■ A(\p) = ge~h = / and so (2.5) can be restated as 1 = \E(<p)(X) — <p(A)| for

|A| = 1. Thus F has the desired properties.

It remains to show that (2.6)(a), (b) and (c) are valid. This will follow from the

following observations. The fact that %¿ has been normed as a Banach algebra will

simplify some of the indicated computations which have been left to the reader.
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(i) S:  W-» %2(R) is a ß1 map. To see this fix uV G W and write, for small

O G Jí^,

S(xp + a) = log| g - ¡j, - o\ = log| g - VI + l°g 1-7
I       g - V

.log|?_,l^log(,__^_)+.log(1._!_).

Using the Taylor series for log(l — z) at z = 0 one can expand each of the last two

terms in a series. Now easy estimates of these series in the SQ-norm show that S is

differentiable at \p and that S'(ip)(a) = ~^eia/ig ~ '/'))• From this expression it

follows that the map uV —» 5"(V) of W into Horr^Oí^, ^(R)) is continuous when the

latter space of bounded linear transformations is given the norm topology.

(ii) J: ^(R) -* 6^2 is a bounded linear transformation and consequently is ß1.

Similarly Mg: %, -h» % and Mg: 6^ -» 6^ are ß1.

(iii) The map n -* e~* of (^ to ^ is easily seen to be &.

(iv) Now (a) follows because A(\p) = e~J °sw,) is a composition of C maps. Also

5(0) = 0 and J(0) = 0 imply ,4(0) = 1.

(v) Using Q(*p) = A(ip) ■ \p, a short computation shows that Q is differentiable at

each $ E W and that

ß'(*)(°) = V • ¿'(*)f>) + AM ■ a. (2.7)

It follows that $*-* Q '(V) is continuous. This gives (b).

(vi) Finally Q(0) = A(0) ■ 0 = 0 and (2.7) imphes Q'(0)(o) = A(0) ■ o = a, as

claimed in (c).

3. The general case for T". Let F be a ß3 diffeomorphism of the torus T" into C

which is close to the identity, FJ? the image of F" under F. Fix g =

(¿Tu #2> • • • ' gn)> an analytic disc in T" with boundary in T*. Our problem is to

find an analytic disc/F in C with boundary in F£ such that/F varies smoothly with

F when F lies in some neighborhood of the identity / and such that/ = g.

We can write F(z) = z + ß(z) where ß = (ßx, ß2, . . . , ßn) is an n-tuple of

complex valued ß3 functions on F" which are close to zero in ß3(F")-norm. Put

C* = C \ {0} and define the retraction p: C*" -> T" by p(zx, z2, . . . , z„) =

(z,/|z[|, . . . , zn/|z„|). Then F can be extended to a map F: C*" -» C by setting

F(z) = z + ¿8(p(z)). Fix 0 < j < r < 1 and define Kt = {z G C: / < |z¿| < 1/í

for 1 < Â: < n}; F" C K C *,-

Lemma. 7/ ß is sufficiently small in ß3(F"), then F is a diffeomorphism of the

interior of Ks onto a domain 2 in C containing Kr.

Proof. If ß is sufficiently small then F is easily seen to be injective on Ks with

nonvanishing Jacobian determinant. Hence F maps int(Ks) diffeomorphically onto

a domain 2 in C. If ß is small, then F is close to the identity and so 32 is close to

3A^ and consequently 32 is disjoint from Kr. As Kr n 2 is nonempty, it follows

from the connectedness of K that K <Z 2.
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We can write the inverse G of F as G(z) = z — a(z) where a = (ax, a2, . . . , a„)

is an n-tuple of ß3 complex valued functions on 2 which are small in ß3(A"r) norm

when ß is small in ß3(F"), since the map ß —* a of a neighborhood of 0 in ß3(F")

into Q3(Kr) is norm continuous. When ß is sufficiently small, Tp is contained in Kr

and then, for z E Kr, z E T£ if and only if G(z) = z - a(z) G F"; i.e., \zk -

ak(z)\ = 1 for 1 < k < n. Hence for any analytic disc/ = (/,,/2, ...,/„) in C with

boundary in Kr, the boundary of/lies in F£ if and only if

\fk(X)-ak(fx(X),...,fn(X))\=l,        Kk<n, (3.1)

for each X E T. Our problem is thus to solve the system (3.1) for/ as a smooth

function of a.

Theorem 2. Let g = (g„ g2, . . . , gn) be an analytic disc in C with boundary in

T". There exist a neighborhood N of 0 in (ß3(Ar))" and a ß1 map m: A -> (&J1 with

the following properties :

(a) u(0) = g, and

(b) if u(a) = / = (/„/2, ...,/„) where a = (ax, a2, . . ., o„), then \fk - ak(f)\ =

1 on T for 1 < k < n.

Remark 1. To again relate this to our original formulation of the problem, let

{F,}, -6 < / < e, be a smooth 1-parameter family of ß3 diffeomorphisms of T"

into C with F0 = identity, Tf = F,(Tn) and let g be an analytic disc in C with

boundary in F". Write Ft(z) = z + ß,(z). If a, is associated to F, as above, then

t -» a, is a smooth curve through 0 in A c (ß3(ATr))", for / sufficiently small. Then,

for fixed t, u(a,) is an analytic disc in C with boundary in T" and u(a¿) = w(0) =

g. Thus the map t h» n(a,) = g, yields the desired smooth family of analytic discs.

Remark 2. The differentiability assumptions are somewhat arbitrary. With the

assumption of more (or less) smoothness on the a's the same method yields a

family of analytic discs which is more (or less) smooth. Likewise the choices of

0 < s < r < 1 are arbitrary.

We shall solve (3.1) by applying the implicit function theorem in Banach space.

We begin with some simple facts on compositions.

Lemma 1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with fi an open set in X. Let Ek: fi —> Y

be a & map for 1 < k < n. Define E: fi"(Ç X") ^ Y" by E(xx, x2, . . . , x„) =

(Ex(xx), F2(X2), . . . , F„(x„)). Then E is a ß1 map.

Proof. It is straightforward to check that F is differentiable at (x„ x2, . . ., xn)

G fi" and that

F'(x„ . . ., x„)(u„ ...,«„) = (E'x(xx)(ux), ..., En(x„)(un)).

Lemma 2. Let W = {/ = (/„/2, ...,/„): fk E 6^ and f(T) ç the interior of Kr),

an open set in (3%. The map B: &(Kr) X W^> ^ given by B(a; fx,f2, . . . ,/„) =

a(fx,f2,...,fn)is&.
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Proof. That B maps into %¿ is easily seen from a computation of the first two

derivatives of a(fx, . . . ,/„). Fix a E &(Kr) and / G W. Write, for small o E

&(Kr) and h E 6%,

B(a + o,f+ h) = a(f+ h) + a(/ + h)

= «(/) + Va(/) • n + y + a(f) + Ô

where y = a(f + h) - a(f) - Va(/) ■ h and Ô = o(/ + n) - a(f); here Va is the

real gradient of a and so Va(f) ■ h is a linear combination of nA and hk. By tedious,

but direct computations of y, y' and y" one sees that ||y||/||n|| -» 0 as ||n|| -»0 in

Xj-norms; likewise, with &(Kr) norm on a, \\d\\/(\\a\\ + ||«||)->0 as \\h\\ + \\a\\ -*

0. It follows that B is differentiable at (a,f) and that B'(a,f){a, h) =Va(f) ■ h +

a(f). Another straightforward computation shows that (a, f) -> B'(a, f) is a con-

tinuous map into Hom(ß3(ÄTr) © (3%, %^ with operator norm.

Proof of Theorem 2. Apply Theorem 1 n times to each of the Blaschke

functions g,, g2, . . . , g„ to get n ß1 functions Ex, E2, . . . , En, all defined on a

single open neighborhood fi of 0 in X¿. The map B of Lemma 2 is continuous at

(0, g) and B(0, g) = 0. Hence there is a neighborhood A, of 0 in &(Kr) and a

neighborhood D of g in (Kj such that 5(At X Z>) Ç fi. Therefore we can define a

map

R: A,"(ç ß3(A;)") X £>(ç 8%)^ (3%

by

*(«,/) = / - (£i(«,(/)X £2(«2(/)X • ■ •, £„(«*(/)))•

It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that R is a ß1 map. We have Ä(0, /) = / —

(F,(0), . . . , F„(0)) = / - g and therefore (a) R(0, g) = 0 and (b) (P2F)(0, g) =

identity map: ^ —» 6B2, where Z)2i? is the "partial derivative" with respect to the

second variable / We can now invoke the implicit function theorem for Banach

spaces [4] to conclude from (a) and (b) that there exist a neighborhood N G N" of

0 in e3(Kr)" and a ß1 map u: N -> ¡3^ such that u(N) E D, u(0) = g and

F(a, «(a)) = 0 for all a G A. The latter implies that if a = (a,, a2, . . . , a„) G A

and «(a) = (/„/2, ...,/„) G âÇ, then ^ = Ek(ak(fx,f2, ...,/„)) for 1 < * < n.

Hence |/t — ak(fx,f2, . . . ,/„)| = 1 on F for 1 < /c < n. Thus m has the desired

properties.

4. Varying the initial analytic disc. In the last section we dealt with a fixed

analytic disc g with boundary in F". Now we allow the initial analytic disc to vary

simultaneously with the deformations. For simplicity, we shall limit the discussion

to the two dimensional case.

We first need to extend Theorem 1: we let g vary and show that the solution^ of

(2.3) can be chosen to depend smoothly on both g and <p. To this end, take Q, A, E

to be the nonlinear operators and fi and Wx the neighborhoods of 0 in %2 given in

the proof of Theorem 1 for the case g(X) = X; then Q~x: fi -» Wx is ß1 and

F(<p)(A) = X° A ° Q~\<p) for <p G fi satisfies \E(<p) - q>\ = 1 on F and F(0)(X) =

X. We shall let X denote the variable in C as well as the identity function on C.
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Fix a Blaschke product g and choose a neighborhood fi, of 0 in ^ such that

X • g<p G fi whenever <p E fi,. Then ^ = Q ~\X ■ g • <p) G W,. Put / = g • A(ip) G

6^; then A(\js) = g/. We have |F(Ag<p) - Xg<p| = 1 on F, where E(Xg\p) =

XA « Q~l(Xg\p) = XA(\p). Thus |Xg/ - Ag<p| = 1 and so |/ — <p\ = 1 on F where

f = g- A ° Q~i(Xgq>). Also, if <f> = 0, then clearly / = g. Since ,4 and ß ***

independent of g, this shows that / is a jointly ß1 function of g and <p in the

following sense.

Proposition 1. Let t —> g, be a & map into ¡3^ such that each gt is a finite

Blaschke product where t varies over some open set S in R*. Suppose that fi, is a

neighborhood of 0 in ^ such that Xgtcp E fi for each t and each <p G fi,. Then the

correspondence (t, <p) ->/ = g, • A ° ß _1(Ag,<p) is a ß1 map of S X fi, into (3^ such

that |/ — <p\ = 1 on T and f = g, when <p = 0.

One would like to use this map together with the method of §3 to show that for a

small but fixed a, each member of a family of analytic discs with boundaries in T2

which completely fills up U2 can be deformed to a disc with boundary in T2

(where we write T2 = F( T2) when z (-» z — a(z) is the inverse of z -» F(z) = z +

ß(z)). Proposition 1 requires, in order that / be defined, that Ag,<p G fi = the

domain of Q~l. This means that for a fixed <p (corresponding to a fixed a), only

gf's whose norms are not too large are admissible. The following result shows

however that in order to exhaust U2 by analytic discs with boundaries in F2, one

must use Blaschke products of arbitrarily large %2-norm and thus for no fixed

a^O can all of these analytic discs be deformed by this method to discs with

boundaries in T2.

Proposition 2. Let {/»„ = (0, \,)}, where \\\ /" I, be a sequence of points in U2.

Let (hn, kn) be an analytic disc in C2 passing through pn and with boundary in T2.

Then, in %^-norm, as n —» oo,

IK*», *„)ll = IIAJI + ||*J|-»oo.
Proof. Both n„ and kn are nonconstant Blaschke products. Let z„ G U be such

that hn(zn) = 0 and kn(z„) = A„. Arguing by contradiction we may suppose that

11 ^«11 + 11 K\\ < M < oo and that zn —* z0 G U. We consider two cases.

Case 1. \z0\ = 1. Then

hniZo) -   KiZn)   m 1 rZ° h>(r\d1-

Zn        Z„ Zn        Z_ J,

and so we get

zn - z„
< IIAJL < \\hnl

Then as n -* oo, ||n„|| -» oo, a contradiction

Case 2. \z0\ < 1. Because {k„} is a normal family we may assume, without loss of

generahty, that kn converges to a holomorphic function k uniformly on compact

subsets of U where |Ac(z)| < 1. Since \k(z0)\ = lim\k„(zn)\ ■» 1, k is a unimodular

constant; i.e., \k„\ -^ 1 uniformly on compact subsets of U. Therefore if z'„ is a zero
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of kn in U (it has at least one), we conclude that \z'„\ -» 1. We can now apply Case 1

to conclude that \\kn\\ -* oo.

Although we cannot deform all discs in U2 with boundary in F2 for a fixed a, we

shall be able to do this for all discs in 3t/2. The topological boundary 3C/2 of U2- is

the union of "faces" AY, and M2 where Mx = {(z,, Zj) G C2: |z,| < 1 and |z2| = 1}

and M2 is obtained by reversing the roles of z, and z2 in A/,. The A/.- are real

3-dimensional compact manifolds with dMj = T2 and A/, n M2 = T2. Mx is a

disjoint union of analytic discs g(e") where g(e")(X) = (X, e") for e" G F, where

the second component is a constant function. Since œ —» e~"<p G fi is an isometry

of %2, it follows that there exists a neighborhood fi, Ç fi of 0 in X¿ such that

Xe~"<p G fi for all <p G fi, and all /. This will allow us to deform all of the discs in

M, simultaneously.

For/ G 6^ such that/(F2) Q Kr we have seen that for a E (&(Kr))2, (a,/)i-»

a » /is a ß1 map 5 into 9{f. Therefore for each /, there exist neighborhoods of 0 in

(Q3(IÇ))2 and of g(eu) in <3\ such that B takes their product into fi, X fi,. By

compactness we get a single neighborhood A of 0 in &(Kr)2 and an open set W in

étj such that B(N X IF) ç fi, X fi, and W contains each g(e"). Define a map F:

F x A x If -»Sf, by

F(e"; «„ «2;/„/2) = (/,,/2) - (F(«,(/)), e" ° A ° Q-^Xe'^f)))

where/ = (/,,/2). It follows from our choice of A and W that R is well defined and

from previous arguments R is a ß1 map. We have F(e"; 0; /) = / — (X, e") = f —

g(e"). Hence R(e"; 0; g(e")) = 0 and D3R(e"; 0; g(e")) = the identity map on <3\.

Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, for each fixed t, there exist a neighbor-

hood V, of e" in F, a neighborhood A, ç A of 0 in (&(Kr))2 and a ß1 map u,:

Vtx N,^W such that ut(e", 0) = g(e") and R(e"; a; u,(e", a)) = 0 for (e", a)

G V, X A,. Moreover M,(e"> 0) = g(e*w) for e" G Vt by uniqueness. By the com-

pactness of F we can choose a finite subcover { Vj) of {V,}; let {A,} and {«,} be

the corresponding finite subfamilies of {Ar} and {«,} respectively. By the unique-

ness in the implicit function theorem, it follows that u¡ = w, on ( Vi C\ Vf) X (A, n

Nj), provided that V¡ C\ Vj is nonempty. Thus by "patching" we get a ß1 map u:

T X N0^>W where A0 = fi A, is a neighborhood of 0 in (&(Kr))2, such that

w(e", 0) = g(e") and R(eu; a; u(e", a)) = 0. Now write w(e", a) = (/,,/j). It

follows from the definition of R that /, = E(ax(f)) and /2 =

e"/4 ° ß ~ '(Ae-"a2(/)). Taking g, in Proposition 1 to be e" we conclude that

|/, - «,(/)| = 1,        |/2 - a2(f)\ = 1

on F; i.e., u(e", a) is an analytic disc in C2 with boundary in T2 for each e".

For fixed a E A0 define a map Fa: Ü X F(= A/,)-*C2 by Pa(X,e") =

u(e", a)(X) where w(e", a) G (2^ and we view elements of (3^ as functions on t/,

holomorphic on U. Let Af,(a) = Pa(Mx) E C2. Note that P0 = identity and so

A/,(0) = M, Ç 3í/2.

Lemma, (a) The map e: ^ X ¿7( ç R2) ̂  C, e(f, X) = /(X) ú ß1.

(b)Fa: M,-»C2w ß'.

(c) a i-» Fa w a continuous map of A0 Ç (^(ä;))2 /n/o ßl(A/,, C2).
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Proof, (a) A straightforward computation shows that e is differentiable and that

e'WÀ)(g,n =/'(*)• ? + g(X).
Using the easily verified fact that the derivatives of functions / G &¿ satisfy a

Holder condition of the form

l/'(x,) -/'(x2)|<cii/ii |x,-x2p/2

for X, and X2 in U where C is a universal constant, one sees that (/, X) —* e'(f, X) is

continuous.

(b) Consider the map p: Ü X F X A0-»C2 given by p(X, e", a) = u(e", a)(X).

We know that (X, eu, a) -h> (u(e", a), X) is a ß1 map into <3\ X Ü. It follows from

(a) that p is ß1. Hence for fixed a, Pa(X, «?") = p(X, e", a) is ß1 on A/,.

(c) We can regard u as a function of two variables/» and a wherep = (X, e") G

A/, and a G A0. Then u is ß1 on A/, X A0 and DPa(X, e") = Z),Kf» «) is

continuous on A/, X A0, as is Pa(p) = p(p, a). For fixed a0 E NQ a simple com-

pactness argument shows that

||Z>, u(/», a) - Z), p(p, ao)!^ + || /x(/», a) - u(/>, Oo)!!«, -► 0

as a —» a0 where the sup norms are taken over A/,. This gives (c).

Since the set of imbeddings of A/, into C2 is an open set in QX(MX, C2) and since

P0 = the identity, it follows from (c) of the lemma that Pa is an imbedding

(injective with differential of maximal rank 3 at each point of A/,) for a sufficiently

small. Thus A/, (a) is an imbedded compact 3 dimensional manifold in C2 with

3A/,(a) = T2; moreover A/,(a) is a disjoint union of analytic discs Xh» Pa(X, e")

for fixed e". Of course, the same is true for M2(a) with the obvious definitions of

Qa: M2 -> C2 with M2(a) = Qa(M2) and ß0 = the identity on M2. Clearly A/,(a) n

M2(a) contains T2; moreover Mx(a) and M2(a) meet transversally at if. It follows

that A/,(a) n M2(a) = F,2, for a sufficiently small. Hence C2 \ A/,(a) u Af2(a) is

the union of two open sets, the bounded component being homeomorphic to U2.

Let Da be the closure of this bounded component. Then Da is a compact subset of

C2. If/ is holomorphic on Da, then \f\D < l/laz>„ by the maximum principle and

l/lac ** l/lr2 because 3Da = A/,(a) u A/2(a) and the Mj(a) are fibered by analytic

discs with boundaries in T2. Thus T2 is a "distinguished" boundary for Da and, in

particular, the polynomially convex hull of T2 contains Da. The following theorem

summarizes the above results. It says that as T2 is smoothly deformed to T2, the

hull F2 = t/2 is, in some sense, smoothly deformed to the set Da Q T2.

Theorem 3. There exists a ball B about 0 in (Q3(Kr))2 such that if a E B and if T2

is the associated deformation of T2, then the following holds. There exist & imbed-

dings Pa: A/,^C2, Pa(Mx) = Mx(a) and Qa: A/2^C2, Q^MJ = M2(a) with

T2 = dMj(a), j = 1,2. The manifolds Mj(a) depend smoothly on a and each is a

disjoint union of analytic discs with boundaries in T2. Mx(a) n M2(a) = T2. There

exists a compact set Da in C2 with dDa = A/,(a) U M2(a) such that Da E T2.

Moreover the set Da is close to U2 in the following sense: if e > 0 is given, then

ui~* ^ A. ^ u\ + e (where U, = {X G C: |X| < /}) provided that a is sufficiently

small.
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Remark. Bedford [7] has shown that Da is in fact the polynomially convex hull

of T2.

Proof. We have verified all but the last assertion. This follows from the fact that

Af,(a) u M2(a) E Ux+t \ Ux_e for a sufficiently small, because then Pa and Qa

are uniformly close to identity maps.

The construction of Da raises a number of questions about the hull of T2:

(a) Does every point of Da (or T2) lie in an analytic disc with boundary in T21

(b) Is T2 the Shilov boundary of A(Da) (or H(Da) or P(Da))1 Is every point of

T2 a peak point for these algebras?

(c) When is T2 the image of F2 under a biholomorphism of U2 into C2? When is

Da biholomorphic to t/2?

(d) Let / be a continuous (or smooth) function on T2. Suppose that / extends to

be holomorphic on each of the analytic discs in Mx(a) and M2(a). Does/extend to

be holomorphic on the interior of Z>a? For / on F2, the hypothesis amounts to the

vanishing of the appropriate Fourier coefficients.

We shall conclude our discussion of perturbations of the torus by considering the

algebra R(T2). It follows from the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem that z„ z2, 1/z, and

l/z2 generate C(T2), because zk = 1/z^ on F2. The same is true for C(T2).

Proposition 3. For a sufficiently small in G?(Kr)2, the functions z,, z2, 1/z, and

\/z2 generate C(T2). In particular R(T2) = C(T2).

Proof. Write \/zk = zk + Rk(zx, z-f) for z = (z„ z¿ E T2. By a theorem of

Hörmander and Wermer [5], it suffices to check that R = (Rx, R^ extends to a

neighborhood of T2 where it satisfies a Lipschitz condition \\R(z) — F(z')|| <

k\\z — z'll for some k < 1 where || • || is the Euclidean norm in C2.

Recall that T2 is the image of F2 under the map F(w) = w + ß(w) where

z —> z — a(z) is the inverse of F. It follows that if z = (z,, z^ G T2 corresponds to

w = (wx, w^ E T2, then a(z) = ß(w) and \wk\ = 1 for k = 1, 2. Hence, for z G

F2

1 _ 1
RJz) =-zk =- - wk - ßk(w)

1 1       _
- — - akiz)

wk + ßkiw)    wl

-ßkW
- <*kiz) ■

iwk + ßkiw))w>

Thus

*k =
zkizk - «*)

Clearly the Lipschitz condition on R holds on Kr if a is small.

5. Deformations of a two-sphere. We consider small deformations of the 2-sphere

S2 = {(z„ z2) G C2: Im z2 = 0 and |z,|2 + (Re z^2 = 1}, again restricting to C2 for

simplicity. The polynomially convex hull of S2 is easily described: 52\ S2 is the
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disjoint union of analytic discs g,(U) where g,(X) = (VI — t2 X, t) for — 1 < t < 1.

In fact, the g/s are, except for a reparameterization, the only analytic discs in C2

with boundary in S2. We shall show that given a g,, every sufficiently small

deformation of S2 in C2 induces a deformation of g, to analytic discs with

boundaries in the deformed 2-spheres.

For s > 0, let Ks = {z G C2: distance (z, S2) < s], a compact neighborhood of

S2 in C2, where s is fixed small enough so that there exists a smooth retraction p of

Ks to S2. Let F be a ß3 diffeomorphism of S2 into C2 which is close to the identity.

Write F(z) = z + ß(z) where ß E (&(S2))2 is close to 0. Extend F to ä; by

F(z) = z + ß » p(z). Then, for 0 < r < i, if /? is sufficiently small, just as in §2, F

is a diffeomorphism of the interior of Ks onto a neighborhood of X, and the inverse

G of F can be written G(z) = z - a(z) where a G (ß3(/C.))2. Let S2 = F(S2) be

the deformed 2-sphere; S2 is contained in Kr when a is sufficiently small. Then,

when z G Kr, z G 5a2 if and only if G(z) = z - a(z) G S2; i.e., |z, - a,(z)|2 +

(Re(z2 — a2(z)))2 = 1 and Im(z2 — a2(z)) = 0 where a = (a,, aj). Hence, if Xh»

(/,(X),/2(X)) is an analytic disc /in C2, then the boundary of/lies in S2 if and only

if the boundary of/ lies in Kr and

|/, - «,(/)|2 + (Re(/2 - «2(/)))2 = 1,

Im(/2 - a2(f)) = 0 (4.1)

on F. Thus our problem is to solve the system (4.1) for/ = C/1,/2) G (3\ given small

a E Q3(Kr)2 such that/varies smoothly with a and with the initial condition/ = g,

when a = 0. In fact, we shall solve (4.1) with the / of the initial condition as an

additional parameter. We shall need a refinement of Theorem 1.

Theorem 4. There exists an open set fi in %¿ © ^(R) such that fi contains each

pair (0, o) if a > 0 and conversely if (<p, a) E fi, then a > 0 a/io" there exists a ß1

map F: fi —» ét^ swcn that

(i) //(<p, a) G fi and" E(<p, o) = f, then \f — tp\ = a on T,

(ii) F(0, c)(X) = cX when c is a positive constant function.

Proof Let F0: fi0 —» (3^ he the ß1 map given in Theorem 1 for g(X) = X; we have

used a zero subscript to avoid confusion with the current notation. Then fi0 is a

neighborhood of 0 in Xj, F(0)(X) = X and, if <p G fi0 and/ = E0(tp), then \f - <p|

= 1 on F.

Let W= {a E ^(R): a > 0} and define for a E W, Ex(a) = / G 6^ by / =

e/(iogo) wjjere j^ _ M _|_ ¡Ü (\yjth ¿¡ the conjugate of u) is the map given in §1 and

\f\ = a. Previous arguments show that F,: W7-* (3^ is ß1; the same is true for F2:

W^> &2 given by F2(a) = e-y(loga).

Define fi = {((p, a) G X, © X¿(R): o > 0 and <p • F2(a) G fi0}; fi is an open set

in Xj © %2(R). Now define E: fi -> (£j by F(<p, a) = F,(a) • E0(E2(a) ■ <p). Then F

is clearly a ß1 map with F(0, c) = F,(c)F0(0) = cX. To check (i), let/, = F,(a) and

let f2 = F0(<p//,), then /= F(<p, a) =/, -/2 and |/2 - <p//,| = 1 on F implies

l/-<Pl = l/,l = ̂
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Remark. To have (cp, 0) G fi we required that <p • E2(a) = <p • n G fi0 where

n = E2(o) and |n(X)| = 1/<t(X) for X G F. Since ||n|| -» 00 as inf a -»0, we see that

for fixed <p, in order that (<p, a) E fi, the value of inf o cannot be too small.

Define S2(t) = {z G S2: -t < Re z2 < í} for 0 < / < 1. Then S2(t) ç C2 is a

noncompact 3-dimensional manifold with boundary; dS2(t) is an open subset of

S2. We shall now show that if S2 is smoothly deformed to S2, then, if a is small,

S2(t) is smoothly deformed to a 3-manifold whose boundary is contained in S2 and

which consists of a disjoint union of analytic discs also with boundaries in S2.

Theorem 5. There exists an open neighborhood V of (—\, 1) X {0} in (—1, 1) X

&(Kr)2 and there exists a ß1 map u: V -» <3\ such that for (t, a) G V, if u(t, a) = f

= (/,, f2), then f is an analytic disc in C2, f = g, when a = 0, and the boundary of f

lies in S2; i.e., (4.1) holds on T.

Moreover for fixed t,0 < t < 1, there is a neighborhood A = A(/) ofO in G?(Kr)2

such that [-t, t]x N E V and, for a E N, the map Pa: S2(t)^>C2 defined by

pAz\>s) = "(J> «)    .
V Vi - s2

is a ß1 imbedding into C2. The image set M(a) = Pa(S2(t)) is a disjoint union of

analytic discs with boundaries in S2 and M(a) E S2. M(a) is a ß1 3-dimensional

manifold whose boundary 3A/(a) is an open subset of S2. The M(a) depend smoothly

on a and M(0) = S2(t).

Proof. Define a bounded linear transformation H: ^(R) -» ^(R) by H(u) =

-ü, where ü is the conjugate function of u discussed in §1. For u E XjiR),

H(u) + iu = i(u + iü) E Sg.

For (t, a,f) in (- 1, 1) x ß3(Ä;)2 X <3\ such that/(F) c Kr and a small we can

define

<£(/, «,/) = («,(/), A/l-[/ + i/(a2(/))-Re(«2(/))]2),

an element of "X^ © X2CR). In order that $ be defined at (/, a,f), the expression in

square brackets must be less than one in absolute value on F. Then 4> is a ß1 map

on its (open) domain which includes all points (t, 0, g,) for — 1 < / < 1 and

$(/, 0, g,) = (0, Vl - t2 ) E fi Ç %2 © OCjiR). Hence there exists an open set W

in R © &(Kr)2 © &l such that for (/, a,f) E W, we have -1 < / < 1, WE

domain of *, $( W) E fi and (/, 0, gt) G W for all /, - 1 < / < 1.

Now we can define a map R : W^> <3\ by

Rit, a,f)=f-(Eo *(,, «,/), t + //(Im a2(f)) + i Im a2(/)).

R is a & map. We have R(t, 0,/) = / - (F(0, Vl - i2 ),/)=/ ~ gr Hence

#('> 0, g,) = 0 and £>3F(i, 0, g,) = the identity map on <3\ for -1 < / < 1.

By the implicit function theorem [4], for each t, — 1 <t < 1, there exist a

neighborhood J, of t in (-1, +1) and a neighborhood A, of 0 in ß3(Ar)2 and a ß1

function w,: /, X A, —> (î| such that «,(/, 0) = g, and R(s, a, u(s, a)) = 0 for s G 7,,

a G A,. By uniqueness u, = u, whenever the domains overlap. It follows that there
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exists an open set V in (-1, 1) X Q3(Kr)2 such that V contains each point (t, 0)

and there exists a ß1 map u: V -h» <3\ such that u(t, 0) = g, and R(s, a, u(s, a)) = 0

for all (s, a) G V.

Let/ = (/„/x) = u(t, a). We shall show that/is an analytic disc with boundary

in S2. From R(t, a,f) = 0 we get

/, = E(ax(f), J\-[t + Hilm a2(f)) - Re a2(f)f ) (4.2)

and

f2 = t + //(Im «2(/)) + / Im «2(/). (4.3)

Now (4.3) implies Re/2 = t + //(Im a2(f)). Using this in (4.2) and then taking the

imaginary parts in (4.3) yields

,-
i/.-«,(/)i=yi-[Re(/2-«2(/))]2.

Im/2 = Im«2(/). (4.4)

The system (4.4) is clearly equivalent to the system (4.1). Hence the boundary of /

lies in S2.

For a fixed t,0 < t < 1, a compactness argument shows that there is a neighbor-

hood A = N(t) of 0 in ß3(ATr)2 such that [-t,t]xNEV. Now define Pa for

a G A as above. Using the fact that u is ß1 we can argue as in §5 to see that Pa is a

ß1 imbedding for a sufficiently small and that M(a) depends smoothly on a. Since

dM(a) = Pa(S2 n S2(t)) and since Pa\S2 is an open map into S2 it follows that

dM(a) is open in 5a2. Fa is clearly holomorphic in z, for fixed s and so M(a) is a

union of discs with boundaries in S2. This imphes that M(a) c S„2.

Remark. In general the open set V of this theorem is not a product set in

(- 1, 1) X G3(Kr)2; in fact, we would expect that as / -> ± 1, the set of a for which

(/, a) E V will shrink to 0. This is because, by the remark after Theorem 4, for a

fixed <p corresponding to a fixed a, the quantity V1 — t2 cannot be too small if

the operator F is to be applied; i.e., for fixed a, \t\ must be bounded away from 1 if

we want to deform g, to S2. Thus our method is in some sense complementary to

that of Bishop [1] who produces analytic discs near the "exceptional" points of S2;

our construction yields discs away from the exceptional points. Bedford and

Gaveau [8] have shown by other methods that the Bishop discs can be continued

from the exceptional points to fill up the full hull. A uniqueness result for discs

plays an important role in their approach.
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